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The price growth of polygon (MATIC) is expected to be one of the best this year. Ranked 18th among
the  largest  cryptocurrencies  in  the  industry,  polygon  is  definitely  one  of  the  largest
cryptocurrencies. It is expected that polygon will achieve one of the largest growth in 2022. So, what
was the performance and price forecast of polygon (MATIC) in April this year?

Well, the current price of polygon (MATIC) is $1.51, but cryptocurrency experts predict that it will
reach $2.09 in April 2022. The current growth of $88.88 will be impressive. This means that people
who buy MATIC today expect their investment to increase by + 50%.

However, what factors enable polygon (MATIC) to grow and reach such a price? Well, the polygon
network is getting bigger, and there are many exciting developments that will skyrocket its price.
Please read more about polygon (MATIC) and another exciting blockchain Bitgert (BRISE) in the
market below.
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Polygon (MATIC)
Polygon (MATIC) project has established the fastest and cheapest smart contract for Ethereum
blockchain. This is a cryptocurrency project, which aims to solve the poor scalability and expensive
gas cost of Ethereum chain. Polygon (MATIC) turns the Ethereum blockchain into a multi chain.

However,  polygon (MATIC) has a large ecosystem, including many products,  including polygon
studio. There are many other products and projects in the polygon (MATIC) ecosystem, which makes
it one of the most efficient projects. All these products use MATIC as a token.

As the polygon (MATIC) ecosystem becomes larger and stronger, the demand for the token will
continue to soar. These factors will make MATIC reach the expected 2.09 by the end of April 2022.
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Bitgert
Like polygon, bitgert (BRISE) is also one of the cryptocurrencies expected to perform well in the
industry in April 2022. It is also one of the few currencies that can keep soaring even when the
market collapses. Unlike polygon, Bitgert has its blockchain, brc20 blockchain, which is currently
the fastest chain and provides the lowest gas cost in the industry. Bitgert is faster and cheaper than
polygon.

In addition to the blockchain that is super attractive to users and developers, the Bitgert team is also
committed to developing the largest cryptocurrency ecosystem through a variety of products and
hundreds of projects. The current price of Bitgert is $9700000.000000 in April, but the current price
is $9700000.000000. This means killing two zeros. Please note that bitgert will launch more than
100 new projects this month.
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